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Abstract

A general discussion of mass scales in grand unified theories

is presented, with special emphasis on Higgs scalars which mediate

neutron—antineutron (n—n) and hydrogen-antihydrogen (H-H) oscilla-

tions. It is shown that the analogue of survival hypothesis for

fermions naturally makes such particles superheavy, thus leading to

unobservable lifetimes. If this hypothesis is relaxed, an interesting

possibility of potentially observable n-n and fW? transitions, mutu-

ally related arises in the context of SU(5) theory with spontaneous-

ly broken B-L symmetry.

Invited talk at the Workshop on Neutron-Antineutron Oscillations,

Harvard Univ., April 30 - May 1, 1932.
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The very existence of this Workshop on Neutron Oscillations

is the best illustration of the reversal of our attitude towards

conservation of baryon (B) and lepton (L) numbers in nature. Previ-

ously sacred conservation laws are actully viewed unnecessarily as

fundamental principles, and more than that, the apparent excess of

matter (H) over antimatter (K) is now taken as a clue that baryon

nonconservation has to take place in some physical processes. On

the theoretical side, development of grand unified theories,

through the original work of Pati and Salam and Georgi and

Glashow has provided a consistent framework in which nonconserva-

tion of B and L is predicted to occur.

The burning question we are now facing seems to be not whe-

ther, but which A B £ 0 processes can be expected to be observed

in near future. A few years ago Weinberg and Wilczek and Zee

have"developed a model independent method of. analyzing this questi-

on based on the short distance expansion of the leading effective

3

AB ± 0 operators. Let me describe it here, if only briefly .

Since the standard SU(2) xU(l)xSU(3) theory of electroweak and

strong interactions has inbuilt into it, at least in perturbation

theory, the conservation of baryon number, the observation of

A.B £ 0 processes would indicate the existence of new, presumably

much heavier particles. Integrating over these new degrees of free-

dom one can then obtain and categorize effective A B £ 0 operators,
invariant under SU(2)' xU(l)xSU(3) . In the case of a single new

L c

mass scale !•'„ beyond M.r, the lowest dimension operators would domi-

nate, since the others would be suppressed by some power of M, /My.

These operators have dimension d=6 and take the form
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where q and 1 stand for quark and lepton fields, respectively. Such

operators describe B-L conserving nucleon decays: p —» TF° + e+

and n —» H ~ + e . The experimental limit "U st 10 years re-

quires then My *S 10 GeV. Such enormous mass scale, as Georgi,

4
Quinn and Weinbegg have shov/n , corresponds to the unification

energy of weak, electromagnetic and strong couplings and is predic-

ted in the minimal SU(5) theory. It is not suprising that with

great anticipation v/e now await new experimental results that will

32 33
probe T up to 10 - 10 years and therefore provide a direct

and crucial test of simple grand unification.

If above picture with the "desert" between II and VL, is

correct the higher dimension operators should be hopelessly unob-

servable. In particular, neutron-antineutron (n-n) oscillations,

the topic of this workshop, are described by the following type of

d=9"operators

-LT

where again color indices are ignored. Another possible type of

matter-antimatter oscillations: hydrogen-antihydrogen (H-HJ is

described by even higher dimension operators (d=12)

If H=f.Iv, these processes would never be observed. The experimental
A

linits on oscillation lifetimes require tl - ^ 10 sec and
n—n

T*̂ . JJ ̂  10 JT suggest M ̂  100—10 GeV, depending on the coup-

lings.

The main topic of my talk •.-.all be devoted then to the dis-

cussion of whether matter oscillations (n-n and K-H) are compatible
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with grand unification, where v/e are used to the desert between K,iF

and M x > 10
1 4 GeV, at least in the simple theories. V/e shall take

a long walk through a desert searching for an oasis {i.e. inter-

mediate mass scale) and shall have to watch out for possible mira-

ges.

'•/e can easily enumerate the possibilities that can lead to

M=100-105 GeV:

a. Grand unified theories with lot* unification scale ?'k=My»

with somehow suppressed proton decay?

b. Existence of low mass scales in so called partially uni-

fied theories, such as SU(2) xSU(2)DxSU(4) model 1 of Pati and
Li K C

Salam?

_ 7
c. In many models the mediators of n-n oscillations and

•• 8

H-H oscillations are expected to be Higgs scalars. Could it be

that such Higgs scalars have masses in the range 100-10 GeV, and

furthermore, can such masses be naturally expected? This issue,

as we shall see, leads to a lesson on "survival", v/ith a rather

pessimistic outlook.

In what follows, I shall go through all of the above possibi-

lities, especially case c. Most of my discussion will be reserved

for simple models, but I shall try to make, again especially in

case c , my assumptions as general as possible.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II

v/e shall go through the possibilities a.,b. and c. and reach the

conclusion that neither one works. Even in the case of Higgs sea—

lars, which is the least understood sector of gauge theories, we

shall conclude that the requirement of naturalness makes -them

superheavy. On the more phenomenological level, if one lets Higgs

masses be free, then, of course, both n-n and H-H oscillations may
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be observable. In section III an SU(5) model with spontaneously bro-

ken B-L symmetry, which relates above processes to the neutrino mass

and the masses of doubly charged Higgs scalars, is discussed. Fina-

lly, section IV offers a summary and comments.

II. MASS SCALES IN UNIFIED MODELS

a. GUTS with low unification scale.

Simplest grand unified theories, such as SU(5) and S0(10) con-

tain exotic gauge bosons X which couple to both ql and qq channels,

and therefore directly mediate proton decay. The stability of proton

14
requires ̂ ^ 10 GeV. Low unification scale clearly needs more

complicated theories. They do exist on the market; the example being

the SU(S)_xSU(6)_xSU(6)T'xSU(6)' left-right and color-flavor synme-
L K Ij R

9 9 4

trie model . It turns out that in this model II. - 10 GeV; how-

ever, both nucleon decay and n—n oscillations take very complicated

forms and I will not discuss them here. I will rather conclude that

simple GUTS, presentable to my experimental collegues, are incompa-

tible with low unification scale.

b. Partially unified models.

As a general prototype, let me discuss simple and popular such

model based on left-right symmetric SU(2).xSU(2)_xSU(4) group of
L K C

Pati and Salan. This "odel was used by Mohapatra and "larshak in

their discussion of n-n oscillations. Let us imagine the simplest

chain of symmetry breaking
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It would appear that M could be low as we v/ish, since SU(2) and
C it

SU(3) never get unified. However, it is not true , since U(l)_

and SU(3) couplings J-. and o< become equal at H : cL (M ) =c c c c

3/2 o(6 (M ) (3/2 is just the normalization condition), and similarly

SU(2)T and SU(2)_ couplings: «(. (M ) = ot_(M ). From the renorma-

L R L C K C
lization group equations for U(l) coupling- <>C', «K.T and d

Li C

v/ith

for n generations of fermions and N light Higgs doublets (n — l\ ),

one gets for the M scale

(6)
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2
Although we cannot calculate sin © (M, ) as in SU(5) theory, we can

still use the experimental limit sin Q ,.,(M,.,) ̂ 0.25, to set the

12 J —1
bound on ll^i M c $ 10 GeV ( «*v (M^) is the electromagnetic coupling

=• 127.5 and d c(My) 2 0.1).

Similarly as in the case of GUTS, simple partially unified

model still leads to the large mass scale above H,. , by far too

large to corespond to M-H transitions. We seem to have reached the

point at which a sensible believer in unification gives up the

possibility of observing matter oscillations. In desperation, how-

ever, we shall try our last hope: maybe the exotic Higgs particles,

the possible mediators of n-n and H-H processes, remain fairly

light (•£ 10 GeV), despite the enormous mass scales we have been

encountering. A purist may be unhappy with the philosophy of attri-

buting new physics to the least understood and rather obscure Higgs

sector of gauge theories; nevertheless, we have to pursue it, since

it is logically possible. Host of the models on the market that deal

with n-n oscillations actually just assume that these Higgses are

light and then deal with the consecjuences of such an assumption;

here, we shall rather try to spell out the most natural expectation

for Higgs mass scales in GUTS.

Before going into an analysis, let me first give a simple

example of possible Higgs multiplets that can generate n-n and H-H

transitions. Imagine SU{2) xU(l):cSU(3) gauge theory with the stan-

L C

dard fermionic and Higgs assignment and with the additional set of

Higgs fields

, -V3, Q
where the number in brackets denote SU(2)T, U(l) and SU(3) repre-

L C
sentation content, respectively. This model has been recently dis—
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S 12

cussed in detail by I-iohapatra and myself * . 1 will come back to

it in section III when I discuss its embedding into SU(5), For the

moment, let us just notice that the exchange of Higgs scalars from

above nultiplets with di-lepton and di-quark quantum number's can

lead to n-n (Fig.l) and H-H process (Fig.2). In the context of our

analysis, it then becomes necessary to know the expected masses for

A , and A » when they are embedded in GUTS.

To spare the impatient reader of unnecessary anticipation,

let me first announce the results before discussing them. As it

turns out, Higgs boson multiplets have trouble surviving from beco-

ming superheavy; they are able to do so only when they are respon-

sible for symmetry breaking, i.e. when they contain Goldstone bosons.

In particular our exotic Higgs bosjns which could mediate matter

oscillations get the mass proportional to H v; i.e. independently
A

of the existence of an oasis in the desert, they are expected not

to belong to it.

c. Higgs mass scales in GUTS.

The original work in this section, and in the rest of this

13
paper, has been done in colaboration with Rabi Mohapatra . Some

of the material in this section was probably known to some other

people in the field and some of our assumptions v/ere stated before

14
by del Aguila and Ibanez ; however, to the best of my knowledge,

the full discussion as given here and in ref.13, has not appeared

in literature before.

In order to be able to present a general discussion without

alienating an unlearned reader, let me quickly go through a reminder

example: minimal SU(5) model of Georsi and Glashow .
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(i) Higgs mass spectrum in minimal SU(5) model

The Higgs spectrum consists of the 24 dimensional adjoint re-

presentation ZI~4 responsible for superstrong symmetry breaking

and the 5 dimensional vector multiplet responsible for breaking of

SU(2)TxU(l) symmetry.

The most general Kiggs potential is 15

where we have forbidden the triplic couplings for simplicity

( 2T —* - 2 synmetry). The majdmum of the potential is given

15
by

I 0
0 i

0 O

0 O

0 0

o
I

0

o

o

0

0

_3.

c

o
0

(9)
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Since M,,. = gv and M^ = gVj., we can see the root of the problem: in

—12
order to have v. ,/vv 4 10 as dictated by physios, we have to re-

store to an incredible fine tuning of the parameters in (8) - this

is the infamous hierarchy problem in GUTS. V/e will offer no new wis-

dom regarding this problem, but rather pregmatically assume that

such fine tuning is done and v/ill be eventually understood — what

happens then?. As expected, the members of 2T become superheavy,

but what about the H multiplet? Let us ivrite it as

(10)

where h is colored triplet and SU(2) singlet and I is the usual

SU<2) xU(l) doublet: X = \tfoj . In the renormalizable R gauge,

used in performing computations in gauge theories, X is decomposed

into

(ID

Gwhere G v/ith m^+ = I-L and G_ with m- = ?•!„ are the Goldstone bosons
Vj VJ L, \a L

and 7 is the physical Higgs scalar. SU(2) symmetry then dictates

mrt = °(fl,,,) » the computation confirms ths expectation."m n = 1 / 2 ^ v,,,.

\~lhat about h?. It has no reason to remain light and so it doesn't :

2 2
m. = -5/2 A v,,. This is actually a. blessing, since h mediates proton

decay.

As Georgi has suggested for the fermions, particles do not

survive to low energies, if no symmetry forbids their possible large

nass term. Naively, it appears that the light rioublet violates ths

survival hypothesis, since it could be given SU(2) xU(l) invariant
XJ

mass ~ !IV; hovrever, the Goldstone bosons in the multiplet forbid it.
A
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Now, the reader nay and should argue that the example we have

given is trivial. The light doublet had to be light, and the colored

triplet h had to be heavy for the sake of the stability of the pro-

ton, so we have learned nothing about Higgs raultiplets whose mass

scale is not dictated by physical arguments. A more nontrivial exam-

ple is furnished by

(ii) SU(5) model with two 5*s (H^ and H2>

The most general Higgs'potential

J(H,+ T\ + K ZZH,) + S (Hfa+HZH,

(12)
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is invariant under SU(S)xD.xD2, with

(13)

The discrete symmetries were assumed for the sake of simplicity,

leading to no loss of generality. The diagonalization of the poten-

tial leads then to the following v alues for Higgs boson masses.

First, as before, 2T is superheavy. Second, h and h 2 become super-

heavy, as they should for the sake of proton stability. This is not

an useful information; we have no freedom in this case. What about

the doublets X . and "l 2?. Let us define the physical states

It is easy to see that

(14)

13

(15)

where ^J^, = < J / 2 = 1 / 2 1 1 is the CP conserving minimum of

the potential.

Since O contains Goldstone bosons it will be light. A com-

putation gives

* $&.+• 1L

The other c'oviblei: j£ hr.s no Goldstone bosons ar.d so no symmetry

forbids it to receive a superlar.^e mass. Again, physical intuition

does not fail; v;e find SU(2):cU(l) invariant mass term
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13
We have analysed nany other models , and always ended with some

conclusion as above. We can suggest a precise definition of the ex-

tension of survival hypothesis.

(ili) General rules fcr Higgs boson masses.

1. When a multiplet of Higgs scalars f , being a repres^n-
s

tation of a subgroup G of the original gauge group G, is used to

break the symmetry through its vacuum expectation value, i.e. when

G — * G' , then all the members of X multiolet have the mass
3 ^J•) S S

The example of this statement is the "physical" doublet

of SU(2)TxU(l) subgroup of SU'5); since SU(2)TxU(l) —> U(l) , ws
L L 'vy sin

get m^-, <»f) ~*\,j' T h e reason for this is the existence of Gold-

stone bosons, as we have stressed before.

2. If minimal fine tuning is assumed (needed for 1.), then,

unless protected by some discrete or global (either accidental or

not), all other Higgs particles will become superheavy.

In particular, Higgs scalars with quantum numbers of di-

quarks and di-leptons have no symmetry to prevent them from becoming

superhsavy; they join the rest of the victims who fail to survive

to low energies. To be precise, the particles of our interest will

have the mass ~ ( 21 X.)vv, where Z 1 X - is some combination of

scalar self-couplings. This is true, oven when there are intermedi-

ate mass scales, corresponding to new electroweak thresholds such

as say SU(2).xSU(2)_xU(l) in 0(10) model; still the relevant Higgs
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bosons get the mass proportional to VL.. Matter oscillations, al-

though allowed in simple grand unified theories, are expected (if

the principle of naturalness hold through) to be dramatically supp-

ressed: IT,, JT ̂  10 years, which would take them out of reach

of experiments.

Does this mean that we have rigorously proved unobservability

of matter oscillations in GUTS?. Unfortunately (or fortunately?) the

answer is no. Recall that in order to raake GUTS consistent we have

to restore to a dirty procedure of incredible fine tuning of para—

—12
meters (v. /vy $ 10 ) . The devil's advocate may argue that the

same procedure nay be repeated in the case of exotic Higgses: al-

though nL, = ( S ^i'vy» w e c a n m a k e 2TA- arbitrarily small to

ensure such Higgses to be as light as we wish. Although not

supported by physical arguments, from the mathematical point of

view this is no worse than what v/e did for the original gauge hie-

rarchy.

In the next section I will describe a GUT model of n-n and

H-H oscillations, in which one gives the only minimal fine tuning

requirement. One still finds some restrictions on the model, despite

the increased freedom of Higgs masses.

i n . sporrrAiEous BREAKDOVTN OF GLOBAL B - L SYMMETRY AND I-TATTER

OSCILLATIONS IN SU(5i

In section II v:e have briefly mentioned a recently suggested

model * of n-n and H-H transitions. I will discuss here its

grand unified version ~ , with the special emphasis paid to the

predictions for proton lifetime and sin &w , besides natter c.-sci-

llations.
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Gauge group:

with U(l) a global symmetry specified below.

Fermions;

As in the minimal SU(5) model, we have

0

-«/ 0

-*!

0

"«2

-«s

O

-e

e* 1o l
(18)

Higgs;

We have "5" „ and H as in the minimal model, with the addi-

tion of 15 dimensional multiplet A .. - and 50 dimensional represen-

tation X „ . The last multiplet was used recently by Arnellos and

Marciano in order to generate H-H transitions.

The most general Yukawa interaction consistent with SU(5)x

is

rL
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where v;e have suppressed SU(5) indices. The transformation proper-

ties of the fields under U(l),, are

H

iG

-2/©

FR
3; &

FR T-? Z

A, ( 2 0)

Succession <ZT> ^ 0 , <H> ^ 0 breaks SU(5) —> ^ ^

What about U(D G symmetry? < 'S"> ^=0 cannot breal;; but G<K> ± 0 ;

hov/ever (Y+G/2) ( H ) = 0 (G i s the gene ra to r of U( l )_ ) . A simple

* h

1°
computation gives

-/ « A (21)

0. The main manifestation of B—L

20

so that 3-L is still conserved global symmetry. It vn.ll be sponta-

neously broken through

breaking is a Majorana neutrino mass

(22)

Another crucial feature of the theory is the existence of a Goldsto-

21
ne boson, a Majoron , which is mainly coupled to neutrinos. Its

22
properties have been discussed at length before ; for us it vn.ll

only be important to keep in mind a constraint h j£ 7xlO~ .

n-n oscillations

The amount of neutron oscillations, being a
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process, is necessarily proportional to a measure of B-L symmetry

breaking, i.e. neutrino mass. The SU(5)xU(l) symmetry allows the

50 50 50 15 coupling in the potential V( % , & ) =\ %3A , leading

to a graph of the type in Fig.l, where three PC fields meet

vacuum insertion < A") . It is a simple exercise to estimate the

lifetime f - for neutron oscillationn—n

(23)

where we have used (22); } T(0) | is the quark wave function

inside a nucleon : ("f (0)/ — 10 (GeV) and we have assumed

common Higgs mass m -p for the colored sextets in "jf. .

H-H oscillations and double proton decay

H -» H (pe-• pe4") transition or double protob decay pp-» e+e+

are A 3 = 2, A(B-L) = 0 processes and so they proceed in the

absence of B-L breaking. There are two different contributions. The

first is through the 050) couplings ^,Y ( T^X-} , which gene—

rate the amplitude shown in Fig.P.. Due to presence of A 15> we

an additional sraph through 50 50 _50 IS coupling pi "% A • The

inverse lifetime for H-H transition becomes

(24)

vhere "/(. + + and A + + are doubly charged Higgs fields from JL

and A t respectively, /i (B-L) = 0 H-H transition is not
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suppressed by mj , but being an operator of higher dimension it is

suppressed by (m /m ) .

The main problem in predicting n-n and H-H and 2p -» 2e

lifetimes stems from the enormous uncertainty due to large powers

of unknown wags m % . However, most of the uncertainty dissapears

when the ratio of T „ g and T - is formedH—ri n—n

'£•* / n wij (25)

V.'e have succeeded, if not in predicting % - and T „ s , at
n—n n—n

l».ast in relating their ratios to m^ and the masses of doubly

charged Higgs particles. For example, for natural values

h . ci h = h, m . ++ a m +4- = m we vxould get
•9

(26)

—1 —3
For reasonable values m 2f 20 GeV, m ̂  = 10 eV and h S 10 ,

13
the above ratio becomes 7* „ ,-r ==• 10 7" -. Furthermore, lightw H—n n—n

color sextets from £ with niv - 100 GeV would give T - —

7 24

10 sec, which would be observable in the experiments now planned .

H-H oscillation tine may be a bit too long (£ 10 " yr) to be

observed; however double proton decay with T 2 2 10 yr has a

promise of being competitive with the usual A 3 = 1 proton decay.

To make our presentation complete, we have to calculate the

effects of additional Higgs multiplets in 15 and 50 on T and

sin29" . Let us first decompose 15 and 50 into SU(2) xU(l)xSU(3)

conponents
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=(3, 2, le) + (i, - "k, «.) +(2, % 30

A,

6; -2A, ̂C
(27)

The approximate change of X cue to these new fields is

where X -̂s *he new proton lifetime and X is proton lifetime

in the minimal SU(5) nodel. Similarly, one finds for the relative

change of sin 9..(M,,r) compared to the minimal model

A s,«*ew ^frt*) f

4*
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Exeopt for the case of X 2
 Vihi°h has to be superhsavy since it

mediates proton decay, all other masses are unfortunately free pa-

rameters, once we give up a principle of minimal fine tuning. It is

maybe then natural to reverse the philosophy: maybe for some reason

the particles that do not have to bs superheavy in order to guaran-

tee the proton stability, somehow remain light. In this case,

m y s !•!„ and all other masses »•» It . This gives

-j- zf ; Asi**9* » -SWcT
3
 (30)

Both effects are tiny and appear to be below the uncertainties in

the computation of sin & and T ; the model is in this sense

equivalent to minimal SU(5). To be honest, it is possible to change

(30) completely, as is obvious from (2") and (29), if some masses

are artificially assigned different values. For example, increasing,

say, ni ̂ sufficiently could make *C large enouf*h to make £ B = 1

proton decay unobservable; so that v/e could have an amusing situ-

ation of A 3 = 2 2p —» 2e+ decay dominant and possibly observable.

IV. SUMMARY

Simple grand unified theories, such as SU(5) and S0(10), re-

quire the existence of an enormous desert between '•! **30 GeV and

Mv f, 10"* GeV. We have made an attempt in this talk to see whether

the idea of simple ;*rand unification can be made compatible with

the possible observability of neutron and hydrogen oscillations.

Actually, we have relaxed the restrictions of the theoretical fra-

mework by discussing partially unified theories, such as SU(2) x

SU(2) xSU(4) . Still, the desert emerged. The only possibility thus
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remained that somehow exotic Higgs particles which can mediate the

above mentioned processes remain light, despite th-̂ ir natural ten-

dency to receive superlarge masses of order J-L. This, rather pheno-

menological, approach, although legitimate, requires further, fan-

tastically precise tuning of the parameters. I still feel that this

should continue to make us feel rather uneasy about matter oscilla-

tions in simple GUTS.

It is often said that living in the real world requires a so-

mewhat pragmatic attitude. That was the essence of our philosophy,

after concluding in section II that it tends to contradict the

assumption of naturalness in physics, in accepting the possibility

of lit/it Higgs scalars v/hich mediate matter oscillations. In section

III we have discussed SU(5) model with the spontaneous breakdown of

B-L symmetry, that relates potentially observable n~n and H-H tran-

sitions to neutrino and doubly charged Kiggs masses. The model in-

corporates a possibly fast double proton decay 2p -s 2e+ with T ^

31 2

10 years; and, although it fails in predicting X and sin Q-. , in

its simplest and most natural case suggests these values to be

close to the minimal SU(5) model predictions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 The basic diagram for n-n oscillations. The dashed lines

represent Higgs bosons which mediate the process and the

blob stands for a vacuum expectation value of some Higgs

field.

Fij;. 2 A typical graph representing H-H oscillations and the

double proton decay p+p —> e +e .
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